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:. $(PL)$ : $Earrow(E\wedge(Aarrow B))\vee(E\wedge(Barrow A))$ ,. $(C_{1})+(c_{i}2)$ : $Earrow(Aarrow B)\vee(Barrow A)$
$E\wedge(A\vee B)arrow(E\wedge A)\vee(E\wedge B)$. $(E_{1}^{*})$ : $(A\wedge Barrow C)\wedge Earrow((Aarrow C)\wedge E)\vee((Barrow$
$C)\wedge E)$. $(E_{2}^{*})$ : $(Aarrow B\vee C)\wedge Earrow((Aarrow B)\wedge E)\vee((Aarrow$
$C)\wedge E)$
, $C\mathcal{R}\mathcal{L}$
$L$ , $\Gamma\vdash L\mathcal{A}$ ,
CRL $X$ valuation $v$ , $v(\gamma)\geq e$




. , , , H\’ajek BL
(basic logic) Lukasiewizc MV (many-valued logic) ,
, Heyting , BL-algebras, MV-algebras
, residuation
. , residuation ( )
, , ,
, . ,
CRL , commutative residuated
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lattices . , 4
$(PL),$ $(C_{1})+(C_{2}),$ $(E_{1}^{*}),$ $(E_{2}^{*})$ .




, CRL . ,




: $\wedge,$ $\vee,$ $arrow,$ $0$
CRL :
(1) :
(2) $A,$ $B$ , $A\wedge B,$ $A\vee B$ ,
$Aarrow B,$ $A\circ B$ .
$\Phi_{0}=\{p_{0},p_{1},p_{2}, \cdots\}\cup\{E, \perp\}$ , CRL $\Phi$
. CRL :
:
(Al) $Aarrow A\vee B$
(A2) $A\vee Barrow B\vee A$
(A3) $A\wedge Barrow A$
(A4) $A\wedge Barrow B\wedge A$
(A5) $A\circ Barrow BoA$
(A6) $A$ $oEarrow A$
(A7) $Aarrow AoE$
(A8) $\perparrow A$
(A9) $(Aarrow B)arrow((Barrow C)arrow(Aarrow C))$
(A10) $(Aarrow(Barrow C))arrow(AoBarrow C)$
(All) $(A oBarrow C)arrow(Aarrow(Barrow C))$
$(R) \frac{Aarrow CBarrow C}{A\cdot\vee Barrow C}$ ,
2
$(R_{\wedge}) \frac{Aarrow B\mathcal{A}arrow C}{Aarrow B\wedge C,}$ ,
$( MP)\frac{AAarrow B}{B}$
$\Gamma$ , $A$ , CRL $A$ $\Gamma$
$(\Gamma\vdash cRLA)$ ,




(3) $A_{i}$ $A_{j},$ $A_{k}(j, k<i)$ .
, :
1. $A,$ $B,$ $C\in\Phi$ ,
(1) $\vdash Aarrow A$
$(l)\vdash A\circ(Aarrow B)arrow B$
(3) $\frac{Earrow A}{A}$ , $\frac{A}{Earrow A}$
(4) $\vdash(A\circ B)oCarrow Ao(B\circ C)$
(5) $\vdash Ao(BoC)arrow(A\circ B)\circ C$
$( \theta)\frac{Aarrow B}{A\wedge Carrow B\wedge C}$ , $\frac{Aarrow B}{A\vee Carrow B\vee C}$
(7) $\frac{Aarrow B}{AoCarrow BoC}$
(8) $\frac{Aarrow B}{(Barrow C)arrow(Aarrow C)}$
(9) $\frac{Aarrow B}{(Carrow A)arrow(Carrow B)}$
3 CRL
CRL ,
. $(X, \wedge, \vee, \cdot, arrow, e, 0,1)$
, CRL :
3
(1) $(X, \wedge, \vee, 0,1)$ .
(2) $(X, \cdot, e)$ $e$ .
(3) $x,$ $y,$ $z\in X$ ,
$x\cdot y\leq z\Leftrightarrow x\leq yarrow z$ .
2. $X$ $CRL$ , $x,$ $y,$ $z\in X$ ,
(1) $x\leq y\Leftrightarrow e\leq xarrow y$
(8) $x\cdot(xarrow y)\leq y$
(3) $x\leq y\Rightarrow x\cdot z\leq y\cdot z,$ $zarrow x\leq zarrow y$ ,
(4) $yarrow z\leq xarrow z$
(5) $earrow x=x$
$(\theta)xarrow 1=1$
(7) $1arrow x\leq x$
(8) $e\leq 0arrow x$
(9) $(x\vee y)\cdot z=(x\cdot z)\vee(y\cdot z)$
CRL . $X$ CRL
, $v$ : $\Phi_{0}arrow X$ $X$ valuation ,
:
(1) $v(A\wedge B)=v(A)\wedge v(B)$
(2) $v(A\vee B)=v(A)\vee v(B)$
(3) $v(Aarrow B)=v(A)arrow v(B)$
(4) $v(A\circ B)=v(A)$ . $v(B)$
, valuation $v$
. , $v(\perp)=0,$ $v(E)=e$ ,
:
1 ( ). A- $\Gamma$ , $r\vdash cRL$
$A\Leftrightarrow$ $CRL$ valuationv ,







(MTLI) $(Aarrow B)arrow((Barrow C)arrow(Aarrow C))$
4
(MTL2) $A$ $oBarrow A$
(MTL3) $A\circ Barrow B\circ A$
(MTL4) $A\wedge Barrow A$
(MTL5) $A\wedge Barrow B\wedge A$
(MTL6) $A$ $o(Aarrow B)arrow A\wedge B$
$(MTL7a)(Aarrow(Barrow C))arrow(AoBarrow C)$
$(MTL7b)$ $(A oBarrow C)arrow(Aarrow(Barrow C))$




, CRL MTL (I) $Aarrow(Barrow A)$ $(PL1)(Aarrow$
$B)\vee(Barrow A)$ . ,
MTL CRL 2 (I), $(PL1)$ .
$CRL+(I)+(PL1)$ CRL 2
(I) $Aarrow(Barrow A)$ (PLl) $(Aarrow B)\vee(Barrow A)$










$(C_{2})E\wedge(A\vee B)arrow(E\wedge A)\vee(E\wedge B)$
$(E_{1})(A\wedge Barrow C)arrow(Aarrow C)\vee(Barrow C)$
$(E_{2})(Aarrow B\vee C)arrow(Aarrow B)\vee(Aarrow C)$
$(PL)Earrow(E\wedge(Aarrow B))\vee(E\wedge(Barrow A))$
$(E_{1}^{*})(A\wedge Barrow C)\wedge Earrow((Aarrow C)\wedge E)\vee((Barrow C)\wedge E)$
$(E_{2}^{*})(Aarrow B\vee C)\wedge Earrow((Aarrow B)\wedge E)\vee((Aarrow C)\wedge E)$
:
(I) $e$ , , $e=1$ .
5
$(PL1)(aarrow b)\vee(barrow a)=1$
$(PL2)(e\wedge(aarrow b))\vee(e\wedge(barrow a))\geq e$
$(C_{1})e\leq(aarrow b)\vee(barrow a)$
$(C_{2})e\wedge(a\vee b)\leq(e\wedge a-)\vee(e\wedge b)$
$(E_{1})(a\wedge barrow c)\leq(aarrow c)\vee(barrow c)$
$(E_{2})(aarrow b\vee c)\leq(aarrow b)\vee(aarrow c)$
$(PL)e\leq(e\wedge(aarrow b))\vee(e\wedge(barrow a))$
$(E_{1}^{*})(a\wedge barrow c)\wedge e\leq((aarrow c)\wedge e)\vee((barrow c)\wedge e)$
$(E_{2}^{*})(aarrow b\vee c)\wedge e\leq((aarrow b)\wedge e)\vee((aarrow c)\wedge e)$
CRL , monoidal logic ML ([2]) CRL
(I) , monoidal t-norm logic MTL ([1]) (I)






3. $A,$ $B$ , $\vdash cRLAarrow(Barrow A)\Leftrightarrow\vdash cRL$
$Tarrow E$ .
, $\Gamma\vdash MLA\Leftrightarrow e$ CRL
$X$ valuation $v$ , $v(\gamma)=e(\forall\gamma\in\Gamma)$
$v(A)=e$ .
:
2. $A$ , $\{(I), (PL1), \cdots, (E_{1}^{*}), (E_{2}^{*})\}$
$\alpha,$ $\cdots$ , $\beta$ ,
$\Gamma\vdash cRL+\{\alpha,\cdots,\beta\}^{A}$ , $\alpha,$ $\cdots,\beta$
$CRL$ $X$ valuation $v$ : $\Phi_{0}arrow X$
, $v(\gamma)\geq e(\forall\gamma\in\Gamma)$ $v(A)\geq e$ .
MTL ( UL) , subdirectly irreducible MTL
(UL) ([5]) ,
MTL (UL) MTL (UL) .
, $\Gamma\vdash_{MTL}A$ $(\Gamma\vdash uLA)$ ,
MTL (UL) $X$ valuation $v$ ,
$v(\gamma)=1(\forall\gamma\in\Gamma)$ $v(A)=1$ .
6
, MTL $\mathcal{M}\mathcal{T}\mathcal{L}$ $(C_{1})(xarrow y)\vee(yarrow x)\geq e$
CRL $\mathcal{W}\mathcal{L}$ variety
. , $\mathcal{V}$ $\mathcal{W}\mathcal{L}$ CRL ,
$A\in \mathcal{M}\mathcal{T}\mathcal{L}$ , $(C_{2})e\wedge(a\vee b)=(e\wedge a)\vee(e\wedge b)$
. , $A$ 2 $(C_{1}),$ $(C_{2})$
. , [5] $\mathcal{M}\mathcal{T}\mathcal{L}\subseteq \mathcal{V}$ . , $\mathcal{M}\mathcal{T}\mathcal{L}$
$(C_{1})(xarrow y)\vee(yarrow x)\geq e$ CRL $\mathcal{W}\mathcal{L}$
variety .
, :
$\bullet$ (I) CRL , $(C_{1}),$ $(E_{1}),$ $(E_{2})$
. ([6])
$|$
$\bullet$ $(C_{2})$ CRL , $(C_{1}),$ $(E_{1}),$ $(E_{2})$
. ([5]).
, :
3. $CRL$ , $(PL),$ $(C_{1})+(C_{2})$ , $(E_{1}^{*}),$ $(E_{2}^{*})$
.
,
4. $(PL),$ $(C_{1})+(C_{2}),$ $(E_{1}^{*})$ , $(E_{2}^{*})$
$C\mathcal{R}\mathcal{L}$ $L$ , $\Gamma\vdash LA$
, llRL $X$
valuation $v$ , $v(\gamma)\geq e(\forall\gamma\in\Gamma)$ $v(A)\geq e$
.
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